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You Make It Sound So Simple
Roxette

Intro 4x: Cm Ab Fm Ab

Cm
The world looks complicated
The universe so frustrating
Fm                   Ab
I wish I was blind, just for a moment
Cm
I m having a hard time sleeping
I m fighting some far out visions
Fm
Images in my mind
   Ab
I m saying my prayers

Cm               Ab         Fm        Ab
But you make it sound so simple, so simple
Cm           Ab         Fm        Ab
You make it sound so simple, so simple
    Cm             Ab        Fm  Ab
(but you make it sound so simple)
You make it simple, like 1, 2, 3
You make it simple, like a, b, c
You make it simple, there s a you and me
You make it simple, there s a you and me
You make it simple, I know how to breathe
You make it simple, I know how to read
You make it simple, there s a you and me
You make it simple, there s a you and me

Cm
The world sinks in corruption
I m waiting for an interruption
Fm                         Ab
Is it all in my head? it s getting confusing
Cm
The sun has a hard time rising
Fighting some far out visions
Fm                       Ab
The living, the dead I m saying my prayers

    Cm          Ab          Fm         Ab
But you make it sound so simple, so simple
You make it sound so simple, so simple

Cm Ab Fm Ab



(but you make it sound...)
You make it simple, like 1, 2, 3
You make it simple, like a, b, c
You make it simple, there s a you and me
You make it simple, there s a you and me
You make it simple, I know how to breathe
You make it simple, I know how to read
You make it simple, there s a you and me
You make it simple, there s a you and me


